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Introduction 

The theme of this conference – “How can we ensure sustainable cattle production systems 

for future generations?” – is both vexing and tantalizing. I am only a student of soil, and claim 

little expertise in animals; but what astonishes me, looking at this question, is the enormity of 

livestock’s overwhelming presence on the planet. The biomass of livestock, dominated by cattle, 

has multiplied over recent decades, to the point where it now dwarfs that of all wild mammals, 

easily superseding even our own substantial biological bulk (Barnosky 2008; Smil 2011). Given 

their mass and the vast area they occupy, then, we cannot ponder the fate of the biosphere without 

considering our animals. On this ever more crowded planet, with its manifold stresses impending, 

we therefore ask: how do we now manage our animals? In pondering that question, I hope to 

explore the following premise: that we start with land – each local patch of the biosphere – and 

then ask: how do animals fit here (or do they even)? In other words, let local land be the measure. 

Why land as a measure? Firstly, because land enfolds the system. The land perspective 

allows us – indeed forces us – to look at the entire ecosystem: the soil below, the air above, the 

water within and running through, all creatures, all biota, within above and beyond it, all 

interwoven, intertwined, with each other and their physical place, through the endless flows of 

energy and matter. Secondly, land is the interface: it is the way we influence the biosphere, and the 

way it influences us. Consider the impending planetary stresses – the growing demand for food 

may be foremost, but also worrisome are the loss of species, the waning supplies of water and 

energy, and potential upheavals of climate and societies. Most or all of these impinge on land; land 

is often the first recipient of these stresses, and also the medium where adaptive reforms will be 

born. Thirdly, land is the limit. In 1961, for example, there was on average about 4 ha of land for 

each of us on the planet (FAOSTAT 2012). Now it is about 2 ha, and shrinking, as ever more of us 
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scrabble about the planet. Finally, land connects; it is a continuum across space, spanning the vast 

continents. But also, land is a continuum across time. While people come and go, the land stays; it 

is the medium on which we leave our footprints, the medium of sustainability. For all these 

reasons, maybe we let land be the measure – tuning livestock to land. In other words, rather than 

imposing livestock on the land, we are asking how and where they fit.   

My approach in exploring this premise will be to posit four functions of land, and for each, 

by way of example, to ponder how animals might help or hinder. I will then contemplate briefly 

how this perspective might influence what we as researchers do in the coming decades. My 

overriding aim will be – not to dispense my own meager insights – but to elicit those of the reader.  

 

Functions of land, and how they are influenced by livestock 

To begin, then, let me proffer four general functions, neither discrete nor exhaustive 

(Figure 1). First, land is a receptor and re-distributor of solar energy – the ultimate fuel for all life 

on the planet. Second, land is a renewer, a restorer, a rejuvenator. Aside from infusion of solar 

energy, to use Bartlett’s (1978) metaphor, we need to finish the trip with the supplies on board 

when earth was launched – ever recycled, ever re-used. Thirdly, land is a keeper, a repository, 

nature’s memory; it is the carrier of sustainability, preserving vitality, resilience through time. And 

finally, land is our own habitat, land is home; we all live on the land, wherever we may reside.  
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Figure 1. Four functions of land: 1. Receptor and re-distributor of solar energy; 2. 
Renewer, restorer of nutrients and resources; 3. Keeper and preserver of vitality 
(across time); and 4. Human habitat (home). 

 

The sun fuels our existence, and that of all life. As Woodwell (1970) put it: “It is solar 

energy that moves the rabbit, the deer, the whale, the boy on the bicycle outside my window, my 

pencil as I write these words.” Ludwig Boltzmann (1886), referring to photosynthesis, admitted 

that scientists at the time knew little about its mechanism, but, he said, “The products of this 

chemical kitchen constitute the object of struggle of the animal world.” And we, as a species have 

been especially competitive; emerging as victors, at least for now. But we prospered in part by 

cheating; we burrowed down deep into the past and uncovered there great troves of ancient 

sunlight, “fossil sunlight” in oil and coal (Hardin 1993), which we are burning at ever higher rates, 

with emissions now exceeding 9 billion tonnes C (Boden and Blasing 2012), a spiralling trajectory 

that even a global economic crisis could not long forestall (Peters et al. 2012). 

Land as receptor of solar energy 
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To illustrate this shift: consider that the Romans, in building their Coliseum, had to set 

aside vast areas of land to trap the solar energy to fuel the muscles of human and beast needed for 

construction (Homer-Dixon 2007). Now we would just dig up a little more “fossil sunlight”, 

borrowed from the distant past.  

Our prosperity is fuelled by fossil sunlight, but it comes at a cost. Though vast stores of this 

fuel remain, we are having to dig deeper, go farther afield, and expend more energy to get it. And 

there are, of course, the ever-increasing CO2 concentrations, now approaching 400 ppm, heading 

for reaches unknown, with potential consequences for climate and ocean pH. Consequently, many 

are saying we need to live again on current solar flows (Roston 2008; Smil 1991), not the 

“accumulated sunshine of paleolithic summers” (Daly and Cobb 1989). But that means that land’s 

role as energy receptor will once again be paramount, preeminent; it means the energy trapped in 

plant biomass will become even more precious, more and more in demand. We see that already in 

growing projections for biomass as future fuel (Richard 2010).  

Current solar energy in biomass, however, is strictly limited: about 2000 EJ per year or so 

globally, much less in harvestable fractions (Moriarty and Honnery 2011, 2012; Haberl et al. 

2012). And the laws of thermodynamics are quite unbending. You cannot remove matter or energy 

without disruptions somewhere (Daly 1996). If you remove an extra tonne of biomass and its 

energy, who loses? We might say: Well, it would only decay or respire anyway. But we forget, 

perhaps, that these are the processes whereby solar energy is delivered to the myriad other biota, 

including the mysterious microscopic biota performing functions we may not even be aware of. 

The essence of farming, and of all land use, then, is managing the capture and flow of solar 

energy. And now we ask: how do our animals help or hinder that aim? We know that energy used 

as feed is much larger than that used directly as food, perhaps by a factor of 4 or 5 (Krausmann et 
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al. 2008), leading, then, to the familiar debate of feed vs. food. And there is no denying such 

competition, especially with grain-fed animals; but it’s not always so straightforward. For one 

thing, much of the energy harvested by animals is not directly accessible to us: it exists in vast 

non-arable lands, or in forms unpalatable to us (Gill et al. 2010). Thus energy devoted to animals 

does not always subtract from energy for people; sometimes even it bolsters it.  

But there may be another factor worth pondering. With solar energy it is not only how it is 

allocated, but how much is trapped in the first place – the size of the biomass yield. Global net 

primary productivity (NPP), it seems, is less now than it was, partly because of land degradation 

(Barnosky et al. 2012; Haberl 2012). How then do we reverse or restore such degradation? Soil 

conservationists have long had an answer – include livestock in the system. We need perennials – 

legumes and grasses – they say. And if you want such forages you will need animals to consume 

them. Thus livestock can divert solar energy; but also they can augment its capture.  

A critical function of land, perhaps more so in the future even than now, is the trapping and 

re-directing of solar energy. It is a synthesizing, unifying question. And animal science may have 

much to offer here, drawing on accumulated wisdom from its long history of tracing energy flows. 

A second function of land is as renewer and restorer. It is land that takes our refuse, indeed 

the excreta of all biota, and cleanses them, restores them, refurbishes them into inputs fresh and 

new. And that leads to the metaphor of “ecological footprint”: the area of land sufficient, without 

depletion or decline, endlessly to furnish the required resources and also to absorb the ensuing 

wastes (Rees 2003). So we ask: within a given tract of land, do livestock increase the collective 

footprint or do they reduce it? 

Land as renewer 
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To probe the question, consider, as an example, the nitrogen dilemma. The biosphere now 

is swimming in reactive nitrogen – nitrogen available to plants and animals (Townsend and Palm 

2009). To feed ourselves, we’ve added more and more, now doubling global terrestrial inputs; 

indeed, about half of us now depend on industrially-produced reactive nitrogen for food (Davidson 

et al. 2012). But only a small fraction of that ends up on our tables; much of the rest leaks into air 

and water in various forms – some innocuous, others mischievous or even malevolent (Pelletier 

and Tyedmers 2010). Resolving this dilemma – the conundrum of too much and not enough – has 

thus become an ecological priority.  

Livestock play a crucial role here, because much of the reactive nitrogen passes through 

our animals, so livestock often dominate the nitrogen flows (Bouwman et al. 2011). Sutton et al. 

(2011), for example, estimated that of N in crops harvested or imported in the EU some 85% was 

consumed by animals. The challenge, of course, is that animals excrete most of the nitrogen 

ingested (Tomich et al. 2011). This can be a problem or a promise: It is a problem if the animals 

are divorced from the land, so nitrogen piles up; it is a promising prospect if livestock and land are 

so entwined to favor endless re-use and restoration.   

The same principle applies also, I think, to other nutrients and limiting elements. Livestock, 

it seems, can either expand the footprint or shrink it, they can be a source of pollution or a conduit 

of renewal, depending on how well they are tethered to local land. And so comes the question: can 

we re-align livestock to land, allowing it perpetually to turn wastes into inputs, favoring land’s 

primal role of restorer and refurbisher? 
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The third function of land is as keeper, as persistent repository of physical and biological 

resources. This function explicitly includes time; the notion of preserving vitality across seasons 

and human generations. In effect, land is the keeper of memories; it remembers the lengthening 

past, and one day it will remember also us – how we (and our animals) lived on the land. 

Land as renewer 

We could cite here many examples of land as keeper, and how animals affect them. We 

could refer to stocks of carbon in soil organic matter. Although the effects of grazing on soil 

carbon storage remain ambiguous (de Boer et al. 2011), this much we know: grazing lands usually 

preserve much higher carbon stocks than do comparable cultivated lands (Franzluebbers et al. 

2012), thereby withholding CO2 from air and, more importantly, preserving a store of energy and 

nutrients, a reservoir of future fruitfulness.  

A second example is preserving biodiversity. Our planet abounds with a dazzling array of 

species – some 9 million in all (Cardinale et al. 2012) – many of which remain unstudied and 

unknown. But as we sprawl across the landscape, we are squeezing them aside, jeopardizing the 

biosphere’s resilience – the capacity to maintain ecosystem function in the face of coming 

disturbances (Holling 1973). The more diverse the system, the more it is buffered against 

disturbances we cannot yet foresee (Isbell et al. 2011; Chapin et al. 2011).  And livestock, we 

know, are implicated in effects on biodiversity. First to mind are the incursions on once-forested 

lands by expansion of pastures, notably in the Amazon (Herrero et al. 2009). But also, it seems, 

animals might sometimes help preserve diversity, maybe enhance it even. For example, we know 

that grazing lands – well-managed – can be havens of diversity, rendering grazing an instrument of 

conservation (Steinfeld and Gerber 2010; Hampicke and Plachter 2010). And beyond the grazing 

lands, maybe the arable lands too can be re-diversified using animals. In the past, farming has 
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simplified such ecosystems, focusing on one or several products. Maybe we can again re-

complicate these lands, thinking again of landscapes, not fields or paddocks, including the trees 

along the margins, the grasses on the water edges, the habitats along the fences – the many 

uncultivated places, where animals might roam and forage.  

Biodiversity loss, some say is now “among the major drivers of ecosystem change” 

(Hooper et al. 2012), perhaps rivalling that of climate. And so the question comes: How can our 

animals help enhance diversity? Indeed, can we even envision landscapes, fully diverse, without 

including our animals there? As Howard (1950) mused, “mother earth never attempts to farm 

without live stock”.  The future place of livestock on land, I suspect, may rest to large degree on 

how well they are used to foster biodiversity – abetting the role of land as keeper and preserver. 

 

One last function, maybe the one most daunting one and the most endearing, is land as 

human habitat. The landscape, says Odum (1997), “is not just a supply depot, it is also the oikos – 

the home – in which we live.” There was a time when we were tangibly tied to land, immersed 

within it, eating and surviving directly from its providence. But in our flight from land, says 

Rachel Carson (1952), we’ve insulated ourselves “from the realities of earth and water and the 

growing seed”, we’ve become estranged from it (Turner 1980). And yet, we need land as much as 

ever; we depend on it completely for physical and reflective nourishment, no less so than our 

technologically-primitive forebears.  And so, say Folke et al. (2010, 2011) and many others: We 

need to look beyond ecosystems, to social ecological systems, to insert ourselves into land again – 

we need to re-connect people and land (Berkes et al. 2009). 

Land as human habitat 
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And now the questions comes: How can livestock foster such re-connection? I don’t know 

the answer to that question. But human communities have always involved animals (Midgley 

1983), implying a deep-seated, lingering connection. What kind of creativity, courage, and 

ingenuity might such a question engender?  

Our mistake, sometimes, has been to think of nature, of ‘environment’ as something ‘out 

there’, in lands pristine and pure, untarnished by human presence (Marris 2011). But maybe that’s 

wrong: the animal watering pond is environment as much as some crystal mountain lake; the dairy 

pasture is environment as much as some flowered alpine meadow; the patch of weeds behind the 

barn is environment as much as the remotest tundra. If we are to live well in the biosphere, that 

will happen not only in some unsullied nature reserves – far from us – but mostly in the ground 

beneath our feet, the landscapes where we work and live. How can animals enhance this most 

critical function – restoring land as home? 

 

So these, then are four functions of land; and a few reflections on how animals might help 

to foster and sustain them. I trust you’ve had your own thoughts (and likely corrected some of my 

errant ones). Next, then, let me ponder how these perspectives might guide our work in coming 

decades. 

 

Implications 

If land is to be the measure, that emphasizes a systems perspective; seeing the full picture 

not just the pieces, considering connections, not just the components (Hardin 1993).  But this poses 

a dilemma. We now face a “burden of knowledge” (Jones 2009), a “data deluge” (Baraniuk 2011). 

As we learn more and more we risk becoming ever bigger experts in ever more and smaller pieces. 
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Assembling the whole picture, therefore, becomes more and more imperative, because with the 

complexities of land, “we can never do merely one thing” (Hardin 1963). We might suppress 

methane emissions, for example, but increase N2O emissions. We might suppress N2O but 

elsewhere have eruptions of NH3 (Peterson and Sommer 2011). And it gets even more complicated 

when we include all these other functions. Consider the aesthetic benefits of land, for example. 

“Admiration of a field of hay, of a cow producing milk, of a shapely and fragrant head of cabbage, 

is a great force for good” said an agricultural philosopher a century ago (Bailey 1915). Indeed – 

but how exactly do you quantify such benefits? What is the value of a floral array on well-kept 

pasture, or of a songbird nest preserved on unplowed land; or of the thrill of seeing a new-born 

calf? The poets know about such things, and so do we, I think; but where do such things fit into 

our mathematical models and sophisticated economic analyses? And if we cannot quantify such 

things, are we justified in ignoring them?  

We may aim for win-win ventures, but nature is not always so gracious; when she offers a 

gift, she usually demands some recompense. Sometimes, therefore, we may need to choose: Do we 

want lower methane emissions or more carbon stored? Higher productivity or greater biodiversity? 

Bigger economic return or stronger aesthetic appeal? Clearly, such questions cannot be answered 

by science alone; they are societal questions, they involve judgments of value.  

Which leads to another implication: that we may need better ways of involving audiences 

outside our science, better ways of telling our stories. Although we try, we’re really not always 

adept at that.  Our scientific manuscripts, for example – mine among them – do not always make 

for gripping, riveting reading. Maybe we will need to lean more on society’s master storytellers – 

novelists, poets, musicians, dramatists – to help us tell the stories of livestock and land more 

eloquently (Nisbet et al. 2010; Orr 2011). 
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Why is this so important? Because in learning to live on the land, in letting our animals re-

connect us to land, fancy graphs and mountains of data alone will not suffice. All our gadgetry, our 

sophisticated predictive models will not be enough to make our lands sustainable; we will need 

also to influence human behaviour (Fischer et al. 2012), the way we and our livestock live on the 

land. And to influence behaviour, stories are sometime more powerful than statistics (O’Connor 

1957).  

But more than just telling, we may also need to do more listening: listening to voices of 

other science and social disciplines; and more than that, listening to the land. All that we know 

does not yet allow us to foresee how our lands will unfold over the decades. Indeed, sometimes as 

we learn more and more, our predictive certainty diminishes, because we become more and more 

aware of all we do not know (e.g., Maslin and Patrick 2012). So that means establishing places 

where we settle in for long and patient listening, we and our successors; because responses of land 

may be subtle and slow, occurring in time frames beyond the usual funding cycles, beyond a 

scientific career, beyond even the span of human life. We have such places for croplands – long-

term experiments a century old or longer. But I wonder if we have enough such places for systems 

with animals. What places do we start now, places to outlive us, where we and those who follow us 

can listen to how the land responds to us and our animals?  Undoubtedly, some practices that look 

good to us now, may in 50 years seem flawed and ill-advised. Without such long-term sites, how 

can we know if livestock are harming the land or helping it? How do we know what the land is 

saying if we have no places for such long and patient listening? 
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Closing thoughts 

Our lands – the local patches of biosphere – are changing. Accordingly, we may need to 

make changes to the way we live on the land, perhaps fundamental changes in the way we manage 

our land and our livestock (Godfray et al. 2011; Gill et al. 2010). So we come back to the question 

that is the theme of this conference: How can we ensure sustainable cattle production systems for 

future generations? There is, I suspect, no single answer; for people and places are not the same 

everywhere (Thornton 2010). Indeed, there may be no answer at all; only countless questions for 

each of the countless local tracts of biosphere: What do we here ask of the land? And how can 

livestock best advance those functions? 

In recent decades animal research has made astonishing progress, profoundly enhancing 

efficiency and yield of animal herds globally. That is a towering legacy, one that will need to 

continue. But there may yet be an additional dimension to this legacy, a longer legacy: melding our 

animals, and thus ourselves, back into land again. 
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